Vocabulary from *The Confessions of Nat Turner*  (Use with Lesson 1)

**Deposited** – delivered and left

**Insurrection** - rebellion

**Convened** - met

**Authentic** – real, not fake

**Proprietor** – an owner, someone who has a right to something

**Commenced** - started

**Induced** - caused

**Singularity** – unusual, unique

**Inquisitive** - curious

**Acquired** – to get as one’s own

**Conjuring** – magic, spells

**Revelations** – information received from God

**Terminate** – to end

**Obtain** – to get

**Commence** – to start

**Adhered** – to stick to

**Ascended** – rose up

**Hoisting** – to raise or lift up

**Succeeded** – followed after

**Inhabitants** – people who live in an area

**Notorious** – well known for something bad

**Apprehension** – ability to understand
Surpassed – to go beyond the normal in excellence or achievement

Fanatic – a person with extreme enthusiasm for a cause (ex. religion)

Attaining – getting

Warped – distorted, messed up

Stature - height

Condemned – to be pronounced guilty

Deliberate – careful and slow

Fiend – a cruel or wicked person

Manacled - chained

Curdled – to fill one with horror or fear

Retributive – to get back at someone for a wrong done